Migration and Mental Health: Reading List

All these books are available in print in BSMHFT Libraries and those books/articles that are available online can be accessed with a BSMHFT NHS Athens account which can be applied for at https://register.athensams.net/nhs/nhseng/

GENERAL TEXTS

Bhugra, D., Gupta, S. 
Migration and Mental health. Cambridge University Press, 2011 
ISBN: 9780521190770
Available at Barberry Library – Shelfmark: WA 196

Ingleby, D.
Forced Migration and Mental Health: Rethinking the Care of refugees and displaced persons. Springer Science and Business Media, 2005 
ISBN: 9780387226927
Available at Barberry Library – Shelfmark: WA 196

BOOK CHAPTERS

Bhattacharya, R., Cross, S., Bhugra, D.
Clinical Topics in Cultural Psychiatry. RCPsych Publications, 2010 
ISBN: 9781904671824
Chapter 2 "Migration and mental illness"
Available at Barberry and Northcroft library – Shelfmark: WM 31.1

Bhugra, D., Craig, T., Bhui, K
Mental Health of Refugees and Asylum Seekers. Oxford University Press, 2010 
ISBN: 9780199555726
Chapter 3 "Pre-migration and mental health of refugees"
Chapter 4 "Post-migration and mental health: the Australian experience"
Available at Barberry and Northcroft library – Shelfmark: WM 31.1

Thornicroft, G., Szmukler, G., Mueser, K., Drake, R.
ISBN: 9780199565498
Chapter 10 “Mental health, ethnicity, and cultural diversity: evidence and challenges”
Chapter 11 “The mental health challenges of immigration”
Available at Northcroft and Barberry library – Shelfmark: WM 30
Bhugra, D., Bhui, K.

**Textbook of Cultural Psychiatry.** Cambridge University Press, 2007
ISBN: 9780521856539
Chapter 38 "Refugees and mental health"

Available at Barberry and Reaside library – Shelfmark: WM 31.1
Available online via Mylibrary. Athens Username and Password required. Ask library staff for assistance.

**ARTICLES/REVIEWS**

Veling, W., Hoek, HW., Selten, JP., Susser, E
Available online via My Journals with an Athens Username & Password; Ask Library Staff for assistance.

Bhugra, D.
Available online via My Journals with an Athens Username & Password; Ask Library Staff for assistance.

Bhugra, D., Jones, P
Available online via My Journals with an Athens Username & Password; Ask Library Staff for assistance.

Giovanni Carta, M. Bernal, M., Hardoy, MC., Haro-Abad, JM.,
"Migration and Mental Health in Europe (the state of the mental health in Europe working group: appendix 1)"  *Clinical Practice and Epidemiology in Mental Health*, 2005, 1:13,
Available online via My Journals with an Athens Username & Password; Ask Library Staff for assistance.

McColl, H., McKenzie, K., Bhui, K.
Available online via My Journals with an Athens Username & Password; Ask Library Staff for assistance.

Bacon, L., Bourne, R., Oakley, C., Humphreys, M.
Available online via My Journals with an Athens Username & Password; Ask Library Staff for assistance.